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European Union households account for 26% of the final energy consumption, yet their participation
in demand response (DR) schemes is virtually non-existent. Relatively small amount of flexibility
primarily from appliances and the lack of DR-enabled energy management solutions in homes have
been identified as the main barriers. As part of a Horizon 2020 funded collaborative research and development project, we developed a cloud-based framework for intelligent optimisation of electricity
consumption and generation in buildings to upscale and enhance their demand response effectiveness
at a district level. Through electro-thermal simulations that unlock building flexibility while considering low-voltage grid constraints, our approach aims to extend technical and economic assessments of
the whole solution to a broad level with capabilities for replication and synthesis of testing scenarios
and with low computational time. The framework simultaneously schedules the operation of controllable appliances such as dishwashers, washing machines and dryers in buildings to further reduce
peak loads and energy costs of the district. The framework was tested in a real UK district comprising 66 dwellings, which demonstrated its effectiveness in minimising electricity peak loads and costs
by prioritising local consumption of the electricity produced from photovoltaics and exploiting the
asymmetry on the time-varying electricity tariffs. The results show the ability to achieve an average
30% reduction in energy costs for the district while adhering to low-voltage grid constraints.

balance between energy supply and demand. The large-scale
penetration of RES can lead to significant fluctuations on the
Rising energy demand, especially in the residential secsupply side due to their higher production variability, requirtor, is adding further burdens on the existing traditional power
ing a quick and reliable response from grid operators [3].
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ation units or using energy effectively [1]. The increasing
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and thermal energy adequately from the building to district
generation fluctuation of RES and the jeopardising of power
to city level.
systems [1]. On the other hand, demand side management
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Nomenclature
ABO
AC
ADMM
API
BEM
BES
BESS
BMS
BMS-E
DC
DES
DoD
DR
DRAS
DSM
DSO
E-Net

Agent-Based Optimiser
Alternating Current
Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier
Application Programming Interface
Building Energy Model
Building Energy Simulation
Battery Energy Storage System
Building Management System
Building Management System Extender
Direct Current
Decentralised Energy System
Depth of Discharge
Demand Response
Demand Response Automated Server
Distribution System Management
Distribution System Operator
Electrical Net

conditioning (HVAC) systems, electric appliances, on-site
generations, and energy storage systems. Household appliances can be divided into controllable and non-controllable
devices. Non-controllable loads are difficult to shift or change
because of their dependency on occupant comfort and preferences, and include lights, televisions and most cooking
appliances. On the other hand, controllable appliances are
loads that can be shifted without violating occupant preferences and comfort, and include items such as washing machine, clothes dryer and dishwasher [8].
The demand side flexibility is exploited by participating
in different demand response (DR) schemes, which are the
DSM measures adapted by end-users to change their load
patterns according to external requests mainly aimed to enhance utility systems operation during peak demand or contingencies through shifting, shaving, shedding, reducing or
increasing the electricity consumption [3, 9]. A customer
subscribing to a DR program receives a set of signals customised based on their consumption and generation [10].
DR programs can be categorised into two broad types [11].
First, incentive-based programs offer direct incentives to customers to change their consumption patterns upon request.
Second, price-based programs provide customers with implicit signals as they are charged according to time-varying
energy tariffs [12].
Several researches on building energy flexibility studied
the integration of DR optimisation schemes with energy applications. Some have discussed the impacts of the integration on the energy supply side, such as integration with RESs
and BESSs [8, 13, 14]. Others focused on implementing
DR programs on the end-user load flexibility and investigating their impacts on the energy demand side, for instance,
dominating residential HVAC systems can reduce demand
and peak loads [15], through adjusting indoor temperature
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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EnergyPlus Weather file
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Heating and Ventilation and Air-conditioning
EnergyPlus Input Data File
Power unit in Kilowatt
Energy unit in kilowatt hour
Low Voltage
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
Medium Voltage
Photovolatic
Real-time Energy and Environmental Forecasting
and Simulation
RES
Renewable Energy Source
SE
Simulation Environment
SO
Smart Operations
TABEDE TowArds Building rEady for Demand rEsponse
€
Euro

setpoints for heating and cooling systems without influencing the occupancy comfort [16, 17]. However, scheduling
smart appliances such as dishwashers, washing machines,
and clothes dryers offers a significant potential flexibility for
DR schemes [18, 19]. A study conducted on a residential
customer in the UK showed that up to 48% of higher loads
during peak hours could be shifted to off-peak periods by
controlling a set of household appliances [15].
Energy management in decentralised energy systems is
challenging, especially with high penetration rates of fluctuating RESs and BESSs [20]. Moreover, adopting DR programs on the demand side increases the complexity of the
decision making process further [21]. Therefore, an intelligent optimisation infrastructure is required for implementing
DR, resulting in further rational energy usage and improving
power systems efficiency by exploiting the customer flexibility from a grid level perspective [3].
Developing energy management systems (EMS) with integrated optimisation tools are currently ongoing in many
studies. For instance, Shakeri et al. [18] presented a home
energy management system in residential buildings that allows users to implement DR programs. They were able to
reach up to 20% reduction in energy costs and reduce peak
load within certain limit autonomously for a single house
during a day by implementing a price based DR program to
control electrical appliances, photovoltaics (PV) generation
and battery storage system. Perez et al. [19] proposed an
energy management framework to minimise the peak load
for a community of 40 houses via controlling thermostat set
points, and shifting individual controllable appliances. The
proposed system is able to reduce the overall daily peak load
by 25.5% for the whole community.
A remarkable review on existing algorithms and management techniques was accomplished by Vázquez-Canteli
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and Nagy [22]. They highlighted traits needed to be featured
in future EMS developments. According to existing literature, we concluded essential features for effective exploitation of advanced smart grid features as: (i) A comprehensive
energy management tool with embedded intelligent optimisation algorithms is a crucial trait to increase the effectiveness of DR implementation on the demand side [22, 23], and
extend the benefits by constantly responding to grid signals,
not only during grid emergencies and frequency instabilities
[24]; (ii) The capability for upgrading buildings equipped
with sensors and EMSs that can control heating and cooling systems and household appliances to adapt their electricity demand in response to smart grid signals [23]; (iii)
Increase end-user engagement in DR programs to facilitate
the decision-making process through communication channels that customers can provide information and feedback
with attention to privacy and data security. Customers are
offered to select flexible loads to share for controlling and
may identify their scheduling preferences, as well as the convenience for accepting or dismissing the DR signals at any
moment [21]; and (x) Forecasting the load patterns for both
demand and generation is an essential feature needed at aggregated buildings level in order to evaluate the value and
risks on power grids for implementing these tools to simplify the decision-making and support grid operators, which
would require further experimental research to validate the
capabilities and performance of these tools for DR programs
[3].
Within the framework of the TABEDE project, a European Commission-funded Horizon 2020 R&D project standing for "TowArds Building rEady for Demand rEsponse",
an intelligent energy infrastructure that enables customers
to provide the flexibility and participate in DR schemes has
been developed. The TABEDE solution aims at optimising energy consumption and injection through exploiting the
flexibility provided by the customers to reduce energy bills,
promote RES penetration, and support DR signals from grid
operators. The effectiveness of TABEDE solution relies in
particular on the achievement of three main objectives as defined in the project’s grant agreement: (i) energy cost savings
of up to 30%; (ii) higher penetration of distributed renewable
energy sources of up to 25%; and (iii) increase building flexibility that can be shifted or curtailed by the system.
However, the optimised behaviour of individual buildings may not present a positive collective behaviour as observed by the grid. For instance, if all the buildings shift their
consumption to an off-peak period to benefit from a cheaper
energy price, the grid will be overwhelmed by the new peak
demands. Assessing the broad effectiveness of DR controlling tools at grid level was accomplished on simulated data
in most of the researches [3]. Limitations to real cases due
to the need for acceptable periods of analysis before testing,
and accompanied uncertainties that are difficult to predict,
such as weather conditions and occupancy behaviour. Besides, the trial-and-error approach can jeopardise the power
infrastructure and building systems. Building energy simulation (BES) tools facilitate the assessment of the value and
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

risks associated with the adoption of these tools at a high distribution level, such as residential sectors, due to implementation difficulties of the hardware infrastructure in the real
environment [25]. Therefore, aligned with essential challenges and traits previously mentioned, we have developed a
Simulation Environment (SE) as a part of the TABEDE solution with the objective of investigating the collective behaviour of customers as well as extending the technical and
economic assessments on a large scale, as general conclusions cannot be drawn from individual test sites.
This article outlines the development of the Simulation
Environment (SE), which allows electro-thermal grid-level
simulation of districts, while considering low-voltage grid
constraints. Our contribution aims to address two main questions: (i) assessing the alignment of TABEDE’s economic
impacts on a larger number of buildings, mapping different
energy demand patterns, sizes and occupancy; (ii) investigating the effects that TABEDE will bring upon the power
grid whenever scaling up to a larger scale; all of this in the
context of a real EMS communication and control infrastructure, specifically designed for the optimisation of building’s
appliances to benefit from their inherent flexibility.
The novelty of the proposed SE resides, not only in the
combination of different based forecasting models (building simulation and machine learning) and optimisation techniques to find optimal controlling strategies for the demand
side, but also in utilising real data to diminish the gap between research, development and application through the exploitation of real data and calibrated building energy models
(BEM) in order to evaluate the performance of our TABEDE
controlling tool with the capability of daily assessment that
can be scaled from a single appliance to an entire house level
and further to the grid level at sub-hourly resolutions. Besides, the capabilities for the replication and synthesis of
testing scenarios and conditions and minimising computational time without further hardware implementations in the
real environment.
The paper is structured as follows. The general architecture and components of the TABEDE solution, and the rationale behind the development of the simulation environment
(SE) are discussed in Section 2. Then, the technical information for the three key components of SE are discussed along
with the data interfacing between them. The components:
device and building loads forecasting; individual building
optimisation; and aggregated buildings level optimisation
are described in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In Section
6, key elements required for developing the SE are presented
along with technical details on evaluation scenarios used in
simulations. Section 7 details and discusses the results of
various use-cases experiments for techno-economic assessments of TABEDE solution from a community/neighbourhood
(aggregated buildings) perspective without and with considering grid constraints, then when applying BESSs at individual buildings level. Finally, Section 8 summarises the
achievements and outstanding challenges of the proposed SE
platform, and outlines the concluding remarks of the TABEDE
techno-economic assessments.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram for the architecture of TABEDE solution - BMS-E acts as the core component that handles the
main four components and data interfacing between them and the existing building EMS

2. Smart cloud-based energy solution
In order to achieve the above stated goals of optimising
energy consumption and injection by exploiting the flexibility provided by the customers, and promote RES penetration,
and support DR signals, the TABEDE infrastructure is developed aiming to allow all buildings equipped with building
management systems (BMS) to integrate with smart grids
to adopt DR schemes. Deploying a gateway or more in the
building is required to connect with the controlling cloud
service for predicting and optimising the short-term demand
and generation patterns at individual building level up to aggregated buildings level, which boosts the effectiveness of
DR by continuously responding to grid signals in order to facilitate grid operation and mitigate the jeopardising of power
systems.
The TABEDE solution is built on top of five main components: Demand Response Automated Server (DRAS), Realtime Energy and Environmental Forecasting and Simulation
(REEFS), Agent-Based Optimiser (ABO), Smart Operations
(SO) and Building Management System Extender (BMS-E).
Figure 1 shows an overview of the components and their interactions. DRAS represents the demand response operator and sends price-based and incentive-based DR signals.
REEFS provides weather and energy forecasts, ABO handles building-level energy optimisation and SO analyses the
suggested consumption and generation with respect to grid
constraints and generates alternatives if the constraints are
violated. Technical information for these three key components are described in detail following the data interfacing
between these components starting from device and building
loads forecasting then individual building optimisation up to
grid and aggregated buildings level optimisation in Sections
3, 4 and 5, respectively. The last component, BMS-E, serves
as a smart gateway and is physically installed in the buildings. It gathers data from different sensors and measurement
devices, transforms and stores the data in an unified format,
relays the exchanges of data and messages among TABEDE
components, and controls the appliances in the building as
instructed by ABO.
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

From a technical point of view, the BMS-E consists of
a core, so-called adapters and a message broker. The core’s
main task is to send the control signals to the different appliances in the building according to the optimised schedule received from ABO. In order to be able to communicate
with those different appliances, possibly using many different protocols (ModBus, EnOcean, etc.) and thus providing
inter-operability with appliances on the market, the adapters
provide a unified communication interface for the BMS-E
core and the other components and translate the exchanged
messages to the respective protocols and vice-versa. The
MQTT protocol, together with a custom extension to providing a request-response scheme, is used as communication
interface. Thus, the BMS-E serves as a message broker to
handle all interactions between the components. The standard message flow for one iteration is as follows: (1) REEFS
and ABO collect real-time data from the buildings through
the BMS-Es, (2) DRAS sends the DR signals to ABO, (3)
REEFS sends the forecasts to ABO, (4) ABO does the optimisation and sends the optimised device profiles and schedules for device control to the corresponding BMS-Es and (5)
BMS-Es send control signals to the appliances according to
the schedules from ABO.
From an operating perspective, the TABEDE approach
proceeds as follows: (1) the system forecasts weather and energy consumption and generation for the next 24 hours, (2)
based on end-user preferences and inputs from a demandresponse operator, it optimises the energy consumption and
generation for the next 24 hours, and (3) it controls the appliances according to the optimised profiles in an automated
way. In order to assure responsiveness to user preferences,
demand-response signals and environmental changes, the system repeats these steps every 15 minutes.
To further study the impact of TABEDE at a district/community
level, we also have developed a Simulation Environment (SE),
taking into account essential features mentioned in the previous section, as a part of the whole infrastructure providing
the ability to simulate and test a high diversity of situations,
for instance: weather conditions, day of the year, consumpPage 4 of 16
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Figure 2: Scaling the implementation of the TABEDE solution from a individual building to aggregated buildings level (district/community) via the Simulation Environment SE

Figure 3: The Simulation Environment (SE), as an imitation of TABEDE solution, to boost the Demand Response (DR)
effectiveness at a broadly level - similar data flowing with activating Smart Operations (SO) component for grid controlling

tion patterns, types and number of buildings, and grid topology, as shown in Figure 2. The structure of the SE imitates
the general TABEDE architecture, with differences that the
BMS-E runs virtually on a server and REEFS provides simulated device profiles instead of real sensors and appliances
data, as illustrated in Figure 3. The components interact in
the same way starting with sending DR signals by DRAS
to the virtual BMS-E that in turn sends request for REEFS
and ABO. Then, outputs from ABO were retrieved by SO to
check the suggested schedules and generation with respect
to grid constraints. If constraints are not adhered to, SO will
suggest certain shedding deviations for loads and generation.
The results obtained from applying TABEDE in this simulated context represent, not only the behaviour of individual
buildings, but also the collective behaviour of the community concerning gird characteristics.

3. Forecasting and simulation framework
REEFS provides a real-time prediction of weather and
electricity demand and generation for buildings and neighbourhoods. It uses historical weather condition, historical
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

energy profiles and building physical information to calculate day-ahead weather, electricity demand and generation
profiles from device to district level by implementing a whole
building simulation program and data-driven models.
The simulation environment is developed based on a physicsbased model to forecast electricity demands and energy productions for each building. EnergyPlus (EP) is used as the
simulation engine due to its capabilities to adequately consider the dynamic aspects of building thermal response to
weather [26]. The key elements and steps taken to construct
the simulation environment are thermal and electrical model
development. For running the simulation, EP requires two
inputs, namely building energy models formatted as Input
Data File (IDF) and weather information for the site location in an EnergyPlus Weather (EPW) file format. In order to reduce the simulation time, each unit is modelled as
a separate TABEDE that contains data regarding building
physics information and construction materials, taking into
account the site’s characteristics. Information regarding the
occupancy number and behaviours are also included in the
energy models.
Page 5 of 16
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram for REEFS - A simulationbased forecasting platform - behaves as the key component
of TABEDE for real-time prediction of weather and building
electricity demand and generation

REEFS takes information for the start time as input from
DRAS. At the first iteration, REEFS generates forecasts for
electrical appliances profile, while calls optimised profiles
from ABO during other iterations, as illustrated in Figure
4, then updates building energy models based on electrical household appliances configurations and the simulation
scenario settings, more information on simulation scenarios
is discussed in Section 6. REEFS allows accommodating
weather forecasts for the location of the simulated district
from the REEFS weather API then generates the weather file
for running the simulation model. The result of simulations
from REEFS includes indoor conditions and energy profiles
for the next 24-hours, which contains indoor air temperature,
user preferences, electrical appliances’ state, total electricity
demand and consumption profiles for flexible/non-flexible
appliances, solar PV generation profile, and amounts of electricity import and export from/to the grid. These allow the
building level and grid-level optimisation analysis to take
place, in accordance with the simulation environment use
cases.

4. Building level optimisation
The role of the optimisation component, Agent-Based
Optimiser ABO, is to provide optimised energy consumption, generation, and storage of the building, taking into account the demand response schemes. In TABEDE, a wide
range of devices is considered; each device possesses its own
dynamic constraints and objectives. Performing an optimisation in such a context over a time horizon entails dealing
with a large number of variables, making it computationally impractical to solve in a centralised manner [27]. In
TABEDE, we considered various types of appliances providing different types of flexibility, namely:
• Fixed loads: their consumption cannot be altered in
any way,
• Shiftable loads: their consumption can be shifted within
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Figure 5: A conceptual implementation structure of the optimisation component (ABO) at an individual building level
- Linking different electrical loads included fixed loads (FL),
Shiftable loads (SL), Sheddable loads (ShL), and PV at an
electrical Net agent (E-Net) with a connection to the External Tie (ET), while space heating (SH) linked to heating Net
agent (H-Net)

a specified time interval,
• Sheddable loads: their consumption can be shed to a
certain extent at a specified time interval,
• and Space heating: their consumption is tied to the
set-point, and the flexibility is with regard to the interval of comfort temperature set-points, specified by the
occupants.
Advances in decomposition methods such as Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [28] have been
applied to solve the optimisation of energy flow due to their
robustness and privacy-preserving features. To solve this optimisation problem in a distributed fashion, thereby ensuring efficiency, scalability, and privacy, we proposed a multiagent optimisation approach based on ADMM. For each type
of devices, we modelled its objective function and constraints
incorporating user constraints and demand-response incentives, when applicable.
In our optimisation approach (refer to [29] for a complete description), each device from appliances types is modelled as an agent, called a Device agent. Virtual agents,
called Net agents, are modelled to represent energy exchange
zones between devices, which constrain the energy schedules of their associated devices, as illustrated in Figure 5.
As ADMM, our approach iteratively solves the problem until convergence, as shown in Figure 6. In each iteration,
first, each device computes in parallel its best response to
the price and energy requested by the electrical Net agent
(E-Net). Second, E-Net upon receiving the offers from all
the devices connected to it, checks if the convergence has
been reached. If there is no convergence, E-Net computes
new requests for the devices considering the devices’ previous offers and send the new request to the devices. Third,
E-Net updates the scaled dual variables. The result of the
Page 6 of 16
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tion and generation nodes, as well as the characteristics of
all the equipment, where mapped. The tool will suggest a
certain deviation, in terms of load shedding and generation
curtailment, from the initial load an generation profiles when
constraints cannot be respected.

6. Evaluation scenarios

Figure 6: The ABO optimisation framework - Iterative problem
solving process until the convergence for all devices (Dx) is
reached

optimisation is the optimal energy flow, i.e., consumption
and generation profiles that consider the incentives from DR
schemes while respecting user constraints, which is sent out
to BMS-E at the end.
It is important to note that, in the context of this project,
buildings in a given district are not connected to one another. The optimisation is performed at the building level
to provide optimised operating schedules for each individual
building. One of the goals of the SE is to make it possible
to assess the impact of TABEDE at the district level. The
challenges is to make use of the outputs from ABO for each
individual building to scale up to a larger scope, which can
be used to assess the impact at the district level. This challenge is addressed by the SO component of TABEDE, which
is described in the next section.

5. Low-voltage grid operation
Smart Operation (SO) [30] is a distribution network operational tool, proprietary software of Engie Impact, used
for optimising electric power flows. The tool assesses the
optimal operation of electricity distribution networks in the
presence of energy resources such as PV systems, wind turbines, electric vehicles (EV), and battery storage, ensuring
the adherence to grid constraints. The tool is built around
a state-of-the-art multi-period AC optimal power flow core
[31]. It is built for static and balanced flows on radial grids,
allowing the convexification of its internal formulation and
hence uniqueness of the mathematical solution provided. It
gives as an output the optimal dispatching strategy of flexible resources: load shifting and shedding, generation curtailment and, EVs and batteries charging/discharging dispatch.
In the context of the current project, SO will be used
for analysing the impacts that the ABO’s optimised profiles
will bring upon the electrical grid connecting the buildings.
The assessment will be carried out via a constrained-powerflow analysis, i.e. the model will not perform and optimisation, but rather control that the network values, in terms of
voltage variation and thermal capacities of conductors and
transformers, are within nominal limits. For doing so, the
grid’s topology, such as the spatial distribution of consumpAmin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

In this section, key elements required for constructing
the SE are provided, such as the number and type of buildings as well as all their possible electrical load configurations. Besides, we provide the technical details on the conception of the different evaluation scenarios to which TABEDE
will be subjected. The aim of this exercise, as stayed previously in the introduction, being to perform an assessment by
considering a large and realistic distribution of buildings, energy storage systems and PV generators in which TABEDE
can be implemented.
The simulated district is modelled based on a part of a
neighbourhood and its grid in Cardiff, UK, in which one of
our pilot sites is located. The neighbourhood’s grid is composed of a single MV/LV transformer with three feeders.
One single feeder of the network is selected for simulations,
where 66 residential buildings are connected, to ensure the
computation time remains acceptable, as illustrated in Figure 7. Building units are distributed across seven archetypes
including apartment buildings and terraced houses that allow
for a fair representation of energy demand for district-level
simulation purposes. The occupancy rate and behaviours are
estimated based on the house size with considerations of the
household type distribution in Cardiff. User behaviours are
simulated according to predefined occupancy profiles of UK
houses [32]. The technical characteristics of the grid including resistance and reactance of the cables, nominal capacities of transformers and lines, and technical restrictions for
voltage quality were obtained from the local grid operators.
The development of simulation scenarios was carried out
based on (1) the ownership and configurations of electrical
loads among customers and (2) the ownership rates of PV,
battery and TABEDE solution. The number and load profiles for individual electrical appliances are key elements for
estimating electricity load profiles since gas boilers are used
for heating systems in the district. The electrical load profiles are developed according to the ownership rates of common electrical appliances in residential houses in the UK
[33]. The types of these appliances (flexible or non-flexible)
include wet appliances, cooking appliances, cold appliances,
and miscellaneous appliances, as lists in Table 1. The frequency and utilisation period are defined based on the UK
Time of Use Survey scenarios [34].
The district solar generation depends on the number of
customers owning a PV module and their power capacity;
hence, different PV ownership rates are proposed to assess
TABEDE’s ability to manage the RES penetration. The power
capacity of PVs is defined according to common domestic
PVs (3-4 kW) in the UK. These ownership rates are also used
to define the implementation of energy storage systems and
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Figure 7: A schematic diagram for the topology of the power network for the simulated district in Cardiff, UK - A single feeder
with connections to 66 residential buildings

Table 1
Types and categories of most common electrical UK
household appliances used in the simulated district
Type

Category

Appliance

Flexible

Wet

Fixed

Cooking

Washing machine
Cloth dryer
Dishwasher
Electric hob
Electric oven
Kettle
Microwave
freezer
Kettle
TV
Vacuum
Iron
PC

Cold
Miscellaneous

Table 2
Simulation scenarios included penetration rates for PV,
battery and TABEDE solution that are proposed among
the simulated district
Scenario
SC_01
SC_02
SC_03
SC_04
SC_05
SC_06

Penetration rate [%]
PV
Battery

TABEDE

50
50
50
100
100
100

10
50
100
10
50
100

50
50
50
100
100
100

Table 3
Simulation configurations for ownership and usage rates
of electrical appliances within the simulated district
Appliance

TABEDE penetration, as shown in Table 2.
Battery characteristics are defined based on common domestic battery storage systems in the UK, including charging/discharging power, energy storage capacities and Depth
of Discharge (DoD) limitations. Various battery models were
distributed among buildings with storage capacities between
3-20 kWh and charging power range from 0.7 kW to 5 kW,
while discharging power is between 0.5 kW and 5 kW. A
battery cycle is one of factors that influence the battery lifespan, therefore, the DoD of batteries is recommended to be
set at 80% [35]. Batteries are installed on the grid-side allowing not only simultaneous storing directly from renewable energy source but also from the utility grid [36], which
requires inverters to convert AC/DC and DC/AC for charging and discharging (AC-coupled). High efficient voltage
inverters rated at 92% have been implemented. Batteries
and TABEDE solution ownership rates are set based on the
presence of PVs among customers. For instance, in scenario
SC_01, 33 out of 66 houses (50%) are equipped with a PV
and battery, and 7 out of 33 houses (10% of 66 houses) have
TABEDE installed.
To assess TABEDE with the presence of all the appliances, a set of configurations for flexible appliances is used
to run the six scenarios, as shown in Table 3. The highest
customers’ utilisation rate (100%) with 8% increase in ownership rates are set for wet appliances. As TABEDE aims
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Ownership Washing machine
Dryer
Dishwasher
Fixed loads
Utilisation Washing machine
Dryer
Dishwasher

Config_01
92%
58%
46%
66%
80%
66%
80%
42%

Config_02

100%
65%
50%
+8%
weekday, 100%
weekend
weekday, 100%
weekend
100%

for controlling the short-term loads profiles (the next day),
the techno-economic assessments were carried out on a daily
basis. Increasing RES penetration while mitigating the generation injection fluctuation and the jeopardising of grids are
key challenges for TABEDE implementations. Therefore,
the two extreme days with the highest and lowest amount of
solar radiation driven from one year of data (2019) are selected for the assessments. Simulations were executed for
both a summer day (highest solar -19/06/2019) and a winter
day (lowest solar 19/12/2019).
The billing structure used corresponds to the one applied
to that specific district: Buying peak price of 0.20 €/kWh
([07:00, 00:00[) and off-peak price of 0.13 €/kWh ([00:00,
07:00[) and selling price of 0.04 €/kWh.
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7. Results and discussion
The current section details and evaluates the results of
the use-cases proposed to illustrate the capabilities and effectiveness of TABEDE from technical and economic points of
view. The discussion is outlined in three main parts aligned
with the flow of the three use-cases implementation. First,
an analysis of the results in terms of electricity and cost savings achieved by TABEDE is carried out to understand the
mechanisms playing a role on the cost minimisation capabilities of the system from an aggregated buildings perspective. Then, grid constraints will be activated on the electricity grid, and both the cost reduction as well as the impacts on
the network is evaluated. Finally, electrical batteries will be
equipped on the buildings to further explore the TABEDE
capabilities when flexibility is enhanced.

7.1. Techno-economic assessment
The district’s electricity demand and generation of the
scenarios described in the previous section are shown in Figure 8. The total consumption of the buildings (approximately
960 kWh) is fixed by design and remains constant for all the
scenarios. The total generation varies across them: Winter 50% PV penetration shows the lowest generation rate of
approximately 70 kWh, whereas Summer 100% PV corresponds to 1800 kWh, which is the highest. These two scenarios represent two extreme situations that can be encountered along the year. We also note that summer scenarios
have enough locally produced energy to cover the needs of
the district, while in winter, the solar production represents a
small percentage of the total consumption. It is noteworthy
that consumption patterns of buildings are fixed among all
simulation scenarios to demonstrate the dependency of the
TABEDE’s effectiveness with respect to the available solar
energy. The flexible consumption element on the graph represents the amount of consumption exploitable by TABEDE
solution. Only the houses with TABEDE installed are considered to provide a certain amount of flexibility. As shown
in Figure 8, this amount increases in function of the rate of
TABEDE penetration in the district.
The net consumption costs (i.e., the consumption cost
of the district minus its injection revenues) of the different
scenarios in the function of the TABEDE penetration rate is
shown in Figure 9. These costs are calculated using the optimised consumption and generation profiles of the 66 houses,
as suggested by ABO, according to Equations 1 and 2.
C𝑁𝑒𝑡 = C𝐼𝑚𝑝 − C𝐼𝑛𝑗

(1)

C𝐼𝑚𝑝 = (L𝑃 + L𝐹 ) + (B𝑃 + B𝐹 )

(2)

where C𝑁𝑒𝑡 is the net consumption cost and equals the
differences between the import cost C𝐼𝑚𝑝 and injection cost
revenues C𝐼𝑛𝑗 , where the import cost is the sum of loads
consumption L and battery charging B from the grid during
peak P and off-peak periods F concluded from Equation 2.
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Figure 8: The daily electricity demand and generation at aggregated buildings level for the different simulation scenarios
among various TABEDE installation rates

The different elements used in calculations, which are aggregated among the district’s buildings and calculated on a
daily basis, can be summarised as follows:
• Net consumption cost: it corresponds to the total buying cost of the electricity minus the injection revenues
perceived for selling excess PV to the grid.
• Peak load consumption cost: cost of the electricity
consumed during the peak price period.
• Off-peak load consumption cost: cost of the electricity
consumed during the off-peak price period.
• Off-peak battery charge cost: when available, the cost
of the electricity bought from the grid for charging
household batteries.
• Injection revenue: income perceived by selling back
to the grid excess PV electricity.
• Load self-sufficiency cost-saving: avoided cost of the
electricity thanks to self-sufficiency from local PV.
The energy cost reduction increases as more houses are
equipped with TABEDE. More specifically, from Winter 50%
PV to Summer 100% PV penetration, this reduction goes
from 6% to 34%, respectively. It is noteworthy that during
the low PV generation periods, as in the case of Winter, the
cost reduction results mainly from optimising the flexible
consumption to benefit from the off-peak price, while when
the PV generation is high, the reduction is due to the increase
of self-consumption. These effects will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
Figure 10 exemplifies how TABEDE manages the operation of one of the district’s buildings during a 24-hour
period. The upper graph shows how the system optimises
the consumption when the building is exposed to a significant degree of PV generation (yellow curve). The flexible
consumption (red curve), which is the forecasted demand of
Page 9 of 16
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Figure 9: The net daily electricity consumption costs at the
district level across the simulation scenarios - The individual
building self-consumption is the main driver for cost reduction

the washing machine, the dishwasher and the cloth dryer of
the building is modified by TABEDE to synchronise with the
PV generation (i.e. increasing self-sufficiency) and therefore
benefit from the "free" local electricity coming from it. The
outcome can be seen on the flexible optimised profile (green
curve), which is the flexible consumption after TABEDE
modifcation, which is being dispatched during the hours of
PV generation. A second situation is shown in the lower
graph, for which the forecasted consumption is the same as
the previous case, whereas the PV generation now is significantly lower. It can be observed now that part of the flexible
optimised consumption is dispatched during the low price
electricity hours (grey curve), given the reduced PV generation that is not able to fully cover the flexible demand. We
note that not all the flexible consumption is shifted towards
this period given utilisation constraints coming from the user
preferences of the building.
At the district level, a decomposition of the optimised
cost and revenues of Winter 50% PV and Summer 100% PV
penetration configurations is shown in Figure 11 (upper and
lower graphs, respectively), which corresponds to the worst
and the best-case scenarios of Figure 9, respectively. During winter we observe that almost all locally produced PV
electricity is consumed within the district (the injection revenue – pink bar – is almost not visible as it is only at 1.8€
at 0% TABEDE penetration and at 1.2€ at 100% TABEDE
penetration), as the amount of PV generation is very low
(see Figure 8). Also, for this same reason we observe that
TABEDE is not able to increase the rate of savings from
self-sufficiency, which remain low (5.4€ and 8.2€ at 0% and
100% TABEDE penetration, respectively) with respect to the
net consumption costs. In this configuration, the main driver
for cost reduction comes then from the off-peak electricity
period. When the TABEDE penetration increases from 0%
to 100%, the off-peak consumption cost (orange bar, Figure
11) increases from 15€ to 32€, whereas the peak consumption costs decreases from 163€ to 134€. Adding up all these
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Figure 10: TABEDE optimisation capabilities - The initial 24hour flexible consumption and optimised profiles for electricity
demand and PV generation of an individual customer resulted
from REEFS and ABO

effects results in a net consumption cost reduction from 177€
to 165€ (i.e., about 6%).
The situation is different during summer with 100% PV
penetration (lower graph of Figure 11). Cost savings are primarily driven by self-sufficiency amounting to around 75€ at
0% TABEDE penetration (i.e., almost 15 times bigger than in
Winter). Moreover, as PV generation is significantly higher
(see Figure 8), the subsidy payments received from exporting excess PV that cannot be consumed locally amount to
57€ at 0% TABEDE penetration. We note that, compared
to the situation in Winter, the flexible consumption enabled
by TABEDE is now used to consume as much locally produced solar PV as possible, rather than shifting the flexible
demand to lower price hours in the night. This can be seen
by looking at the evolution of the off-peak consumption costs
and self-sufficiency cost savings, when TABEDE increases
from 0% to 100%. While the former decreases from 15€ to
11€, the later increase from 754€ to 100€. We note as well
that the injection revenue decreases (since self-sufficiency is
increased) from 57€ to 52€. The aggregated outcome of previous effects results in a net consumption cost decrease from
51€ to 34€ (i.e., about 34%).

7.2. Techno-economic assessment with grid
constraints
This part of the analysis considers the impact of TABEDE
on the low-voltage electricity network interconnecting the
district’s buildings. For this, grid constraints (thermal limits on cables and transformers, as well as voltage variation
limits) are enabled and a power flow simulation analysis is
performed using the SO tool. This is done based on the
buildings’ consumption and generation profiles optimised by
Page 10 of 16
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Figure 11: A breakdown for net electricity consumption costs
for scenarios with the worst (Winter 50% PV) and best (Summer 100% PV) cases among various TABEDE installation rates

ABO.
We specifically look at the voltage increase on the network, as it is commonly known as one of the main problems
faced by distribution grids due to local generation. An example of this is shown in the upper graph of Figure 12, where
the 24-hour voltage profiles of all the network’s nodes can
be seen. The rated network voltage is presented by the blue
line, whereas the maximum and minimum technical limits
are presented in red. We observe how some of the nodes
reach a voltage value above the maximum limit for some periods of time. This is the outcome of simultaneous solar injection into the grid, especially during midday. The lower
graph of the same figure depicts an alternative variation profiles when the PV generation is controlled by SO. In this situation, generation is being curtailed to assure the voltage is
just below the technical limits. We note that this curtailment
is applied only on the exported energy, as local consumption
of PV does not have any impact on the grid.
The outcome of the curtailment procedure is summarised
in Figure 13, where the relative generation curtailment (which
is the percentage of energy that was curtailed with respect
to the total district’s produced generation) is shown. We observe first that there is no generation curtailment during winter (orange and blue curves are overlapped and equal to zero
in Figure 13), as the solar radiation is too low to produce
any grid problems. Contrary to this, the highest curtailment
rates can be observed during summer at 100% PV, specifically at 0% TABEDE penetration. In that case, more than
28% (368 kWh) of solar PV electricity are curtailed. This
is reduced to 22% when going up to 100% TABEDE peneAmin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Figure 12: Mitigation of voltage increase across all nodes over
the low-voltage grid during summer conditions with 100% PV
and 50% TABEDE penetration rates

tration. The increase of self-sufficiency thanks to TABEDE
reduces the amount of injection into the grid, and in turn results in less injected PV to curtail. An intermediate situation
can be found during summer at 50% PV penetration. The
curtailment rate at 0% TABEDE, which is around 8% (63
kWh), is reduced down to about 3% and then increased back
up to 4% at 50% and 100% TABEDE, respectively. This case
can be particularly interesting as it exemplifies a situation
in which even if the net consumption cost is being reduced,
other parameters can be negatively impacted. In this particular case, the additional 50% of TABEDE penetration goes
into buildings without a PV system, whose consumption is
optimised based on the variable electricity prices. This produces a decorrelation between the extra modified consumption and the available generation, increasing its congestion
level and, therefore, the level of curtailment. We note however that, even in this situation, TABEDE brings a positive
effect on the level of curtailment reduction (with respect to
a situation 0% TABEDE penetration).
Figure 14 shows the Winter 50% and Summer 100% PV
configurations’ cost decomposition when grid constraints are
enabled. We first note that, since curtailment is only activated in Summer, due to the excess of PV, impacts on the
cost are observed just for this last case. More specifically,
whenever comparing Figure 14 with the situation without
curtailment (Figure 11) we observe that the main difference
is the injection revenue being reduced on the 100% PV configuration (low graph of Figure 14). Indeed, buildings now
cannot sell their electricity back to the grid during the critiPage 11 of 16
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Figure 13: TABEDE capabilities for the PV generation curtailment at the district level among the simulation scenarios with
various TABEDE installation rates

Figure 15: Net daily consumption costs with batteries implementation at individual building level among the simulation
scenarios

7.3. Techno-economic assessment with batteries

Figure 14: Electricity consumption costs breakdown while activating SO for generation curtailment to respect grid constraints for the scenarios with the worst (Winter 50% PV) and
best (Summer 100% PV) cases

cal periods of congestion in order to benefit from its associated injection revenue. However, even if this introduces an
absolute increase on the net consumption cost, we still observe a relative decrease on the cost with respect to the situation without TABEDE. This is shown in the lower graph
of Figure 14, where a reduction on the net consumption cost
from 71€ to 50€ (i.e., about 30%) is observed whenever the
TABEDE penetration rate is increased.

Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

In this use case the grid-level impact of adding battery
storage at building-level is assessed. As such, the assumptions defined for the previous use cases (PV penetration, electricity tariffs, forecasted consumption patterns, etc.) are kept
constant. However, buildings that do have PV installed are
now also assumed to have a battery installed (i.e., penetration rates for PV and batteries are therefore the same. See
Table 2 for details).
As in the previous section, Figure 15 illustrates the variation of the net consumption costs for different TABEDE
penetration levels. A comparison with Figure 9 shows how,
overall, there is a reduction of the cost for both winter and
summer cases, with the last one experiencing the most important variation. We note first that any configuration (i.e.,
any point of the figure) presents a lower net consumption cost
than its respective value without batteries. As it will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs, this comes from
the fact that with the inclusion of batteries, TABEDE is able
to accommodate even more PV energy for self-sufficiency
and to, at the same time, perform battery arbitrage with respect to the peak and off-peak tariffs (that is, to charge and
discharge the battery during off-peak and peak periods, respectively). Quantitatively, this is observed by a cost reduction both in winter and summer. For the first one, this reduction is about 8% and 14%, at 50% and 100% PV penetration,
respectively. For the later, it goes up to 5% and 151%1 at 50%
and 100% PV penetration, respectively. It should be noted
as well that for this cases, since batteries buffering excess of
PV electricity, no over-voltage problems are experienced on
the local grid.
The outcome of TABEDE’s optimisation for a single building is shown in Figure 16. Following the example discussed
in Section 7.1, a situation with a high (upper graph) and low
1 We note that for this specific case the starting value is of about 4€.
Experiencing a relative variation of 151% is therefore easily achieved for
such a small value.
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Figure 16: Residential batteries implementation at individual building level to enhance building flexibility - The initial 24-hour predictions and optimised electricity profiles for
fixed loads, PV generation, flexible loads and battery charging/discharging of an individual customer resulted from REEFS
and ABO

(lower graph) daily PV generation, this time with a household battery equipped on the building, are presented. Without any optimising strategy, the battery is used as a buffer of
PV energy: it stores surplus of PV electricity, and discharged
lately to satisfy the demand (red dotted curve). When the
system is optimised, TABEDE makes again used of the controllable devices to shift the flexible consumption towards
the PV generation period and, in parallel, it charges the battery with excess of solar energy (green dotted curve). It can
be therefore seen that the both battery’s dispatching strategies, before and after optimisation, are somehow similar.
The most interesting effect comes in the second situation,
when the PV generation is not significant (lower graph). Because of the lack of solar energy, before optimisation the
battery is practically not dispatched, whereas after optimisation it is being used to perform price arbitrage: it is charged
during the off-peak prices period, to satisfy demand during
when the electricity price is higher (green dotted curve).
For the whole district, we first look at the case in winter
at 50% PV and battery penetration (upper graph of Figure
17). Compared with the case with no batteries (upper graph
of Figure 11), we observe that, for all TABEDE penetration
levels, there is a small increase on the self-sufficiency rate
and, because all locally produced solar electricity is fully
consumed, no injection revenues are generated (note that
in the scenario without batteries a small injection was obAmin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

Figure 17: A breakdown for net consumption costs with BESSs
implementation at buildings level for the scenarios with the
worst (Winter 50% PV) and best (Summer 100% PV) cases
among various TABEDE installation rates

served). When increasing the TABEDE penetration from 0%
to 100%, cost savings are generated thanks to the use of the
peak and off-peak prices periods. This can be seen by an increase of the off-peak electricity and battery charging costs
(red and orange bars in Figure 17, respectively). While the
former increases from 15€ to 23€ the later increases from 0€
to 32€. This last variation shows how the battery, that before
introducing TABEDE was used just as a buffer of PV electricity, now is used for arbitrage to benefit from the peak and
off-peak prices asymmetry. These combined effects allow
to generate a reduction of the peak consumption cost from
156€ to 103€. Finally, all effects together have an impact on
the net consumption cost from 171€ to 158€ (i.e., about 8%)
of reduction.
The case of summer and 100% PV and battery penetration (lower graph of Figure 17) might be of particular interest. First, by comparing with the situation without batteries (lower graph of Figure 11) it can be seen how the selfsufficiency costs savings increase substantially, no matter the
level of TABEDE penetration. This indicates that batteries
themselves (i.e., without TABEDE) are already an effective
mechanism for reducing the electricity bill, by storing excess of PV electricity to satisfy demand in periods where
there is no generation. Given the fact that there is enough
generation to cover the district’s electricity needs (see Figure 8), one might expect that TABEDE stores even more
PV electricity in the batteries to fully satisfy the demand.
This is partially observed, as the self-sufficiency savings improves from 265€ to 338€ when the TABEDE penetration is
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increased. However, a certain amount of import in terms of
both peak and off-peak consumption still remains. Even if at
the district-level there is enough generation, we observe that
some buildings do not have enough PV to cover their needs.
The TABEDE system therefore cannot locally satisfy their
energy needs so it requests electricity from the grid. It is
in those situations when battery arbitrage comes into place,
to further reduce the cost: a reduction of the off-peak consumption cost from 9€ to 5€, coherently with the increase
of self-sufficiency, is offset by an increase of the off-peak
battery charging from 0€ to 8€. These effects combined together allow to reduce the peak consumption cost from 28€
to 12€. Netting all these mechanisms will result in a net consumption costs reduction from 4€ to -2€ (i.e., about 151%),
this last one being a configuration in which net incomes are
perceived by the district.

7.4. Discussion
The results have shown how TABEDE was able to modify the different elements of the cost structure to minimise
the daily electricity bill of the district’s buildings. This is
thanks to the flexibility provided by the controllable appliances, the energy from local PV and, in a second instance,
the additional flexibility provided by the inclusion of batteries. TABEDE made use of these previous elements to activate three mechanisms for cost reduction: self-sufficiency
costs savings, off-peak price load consumption and battery
arbitrage. The type of mechanism that was activated, as well
as the monetary savings derived from it, where strongly dependent on the available flexibility and the generation produced during the evaluation day. With regard to this, we
distinguish four cases:
• Low PV and low flexibility (no batteries): Described
by the Winter 50% PV penetration configuration, the
main measure for cost reduction was the shifting of the
consumption towards low-price periods. Even if selfconsumed, local PV energy did not provide any cost
improvements due to its low generation rate. In this
configuration, savings on the net consumption cost were
about 6% with respect to the configuration without
TABEDE.
• High PV and low flexibility (no batteries): This case,
assessed in the Summer 100% Penetration configuration, showed self-sufficiency cost saving to be the
main cost-reduction mechanism. Rather than benefiting from the low prices periods, the shifting was used
to synchronise the demand with the generation, reducing the cost thanks to the "free" electricity provided by
the local PV. The net consumption cost cost reduction
observed in this case was around 34%.
• Low PV and high flexibility (with batteries): In this
case, the Winter 50% PV and battery penetration scenario showed again that the main driver for cost optimisation was the asymmetry on the prices. On top
of the shifting of the consumption towards periods of
low pricing, it was seen how the battery was used as
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

a buffer of low price electricity. This last fact meaning that the battery was charged with electricity during
the off-peak period to be discharged, in order to supply the demand, during the peak price hours. At this
configuration, a net consumption cost reduction of 8%
was observed.
• High PV and high flexibility (with batteries): In the
Summer 100% PV and battery penetration configuration, both self-sufficiency and battery arbitrage were
used to further optimise the cost. It was observed that
even if at the district-level there was an excess of PV
with respect to the demand, some of the buildings did
not have enough daily generation to covers their needs.
TABEDE then made use of the battery to, in the first
time, increase the self-sufficiency level and, in the second, to benefit from the off-peak consumption prices,
specifically for those buildings presenting a deficit of
PV generation. Net consumption cost reductions in
this case were of the order of 151%, being this case
the only one presenting a positive net income for the
ensemble of buildings. We would like to emphasise
that such high level of improvement comes also from
the fact that the initial values where small in absolute
terms, and as such, a high relative reductions was easily achieved.
Finally, an assessment on the district’s low-voltage electricity network whenever increasing the TABEDE penetration showed two main results. In the first hand, it was seen
that in a highly congested situation (in Summer 50% and
100% PV penetration) due to simultaneous PV injections on
the grid, TABEDE could bring positive benefits by reducing
the level of generation curtailment. This effect comes from
an increased rate of self-sufficiency (i.e., by a demand and
generation synchronisation effect) obtained whenever implementing the solution. It was observed, for instance, that a
curtailment reduction from 28% to 22% could be achieved.
In the second, injection limitations coming from the grid
could potentially lead to a underestimation of the net consumption costs initially computed by TABEDE. This was
observed only in the Summer configuration without batteries, as in the other situations the PV injection level was not
enough to produce any grid problems. Even if this leads to
an increase in the net consumption costs (due to a reduction
of the injection revenues), TABEDE still shows a positive
relative cost reduction of about 30% when implemented.

8. Conclusion
In this study, we have discussed the development of a
Simulation Environment (SE), within the TABEDE project,
for evaluating of the capabilities of TABEDE controlling solution whenever scaled from a single household to the districtlevel, which allows to boost the demand response effectiveness at a broadly level. The developed environment was aiming to address two main questions: (i) to assess whether up
to 30% of cost savings could be achieved whenever assessing a wide and realistic range of demand patterns, sizes and
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occupancy levels on several buildings and; (ii) to investigate possible synergies and/or limitations on the low-voltage
electricity grid interconnecting them. These objectives were
achieved through various use-cases experiments for detailed
technical and economic assessments of TABEDE solution
among aggregated residential buildings level. The combination of optimisation techniques and forecasting models to
find optimal controlling strategies, and utilising real data to
link between research and market, were the novelty of the developed environment as well as replication and synthesis capabilities of testing conditions with low computational time.
The conception of the environment required the integration of several modules capable of simulating a real daily
operation of the buildings equipped with the tool. First, the
development of a physical-based simulation REEFS module with the capability of forecasting the energy behaviours
of several buildings physically interconnected with the consideration of different occupancy behaviour and appliances
ownership. In parallel, a cost-optimisation core capable of
considering the REEFS’s forecasted energy generation and
demand profiles of the buildings, together with their electricity tariffs, was introduced by the ABO module. A communication platform allowing the real-time interfacing of these
modules for the real measurement process and control of devices (for the real test sites) and the simulation (for the current study) was encapsulated in the BMS-E module. A last
module, the SO operation tool, was in charge of the physical
simulation of the district’s grid to evaluate the impacts that
the demand and generation profiles, piloted by ABO, would
impose upon it, from an electrical perspective.
The techno-economic assessment was performed over
different configurations of PV and TABEDE penetration, for
two different days in Winter and Summer. On top of that,
an evaluation of the impact on the inclusion of household
batteries was carried out. Results showed positive results
in terms of the cost reduction effectiveness and control of
the grid congestion level. For doing so, TABEDE activated
different cost reduction mechanisms: cost savings due to
self-sufficiency from PV, consumption shifting towards low
pricing periods and battery arbitrage thanks to the pricing
asymmetry of the electricity tariff. Their activation, which
showed to be dependent on the level of PV generation and
flexibility, can be summarised in the following way:
• Low PV and low flexibility: Asymmetry of the pricing tariff, by making use of the shifting of the consumption, was used as the main mechanism for cost
reduction.
• High PV and low flexibility: Self-sufficiency from PV
was shown to be the main driver for cost reduction.
It was seen as well how this mechanism helped indirectly to reduce the congestion level of the grid and,
therefore, to reduce its congestion level.
• Low PV and high flexibility: Together with the shifting of the consumption towards low-price periods, when
batteries where considered, pricing arbitrate was observed.
Amin, Kem, Gallegos, et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

• High PV and high flexibility: Self-sufficiency, shifting of the consumption towards low-price periods, and
battery arbitrage were used simultaneously to reach
the maximum cost reduction.
In terms of assessing its economic impact, TABEDE showed
that depending on the level of PV irradiation, the net consumption cost savings could range from about 6% to 30%,
and from about 8% to 151%, in a situation without and with
batteries, respectively. We therefore see that the general objective of obtaining up to 30% of cost reduction can be achieved
partially depending on the level of PV generation. Also, with
respect to the interaction between the buildings equipped
with the solution and the electrical grid, it was seen that
TABEDE was capable of effectively decreasing the grid’s
congestion level by increasing the overall rate of self-sufficiency.
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